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In Figure 8-2, it is assumed th 
th 

. at the • e instant the flux would circuit • 11. MAGNETIZING INRUSH 

When a transformer is first energized, a transient magnetiz-
ing or exciting current may flow. This inrush current, which 
appears as an internal fault to the differentially-connected 
relays, may reach instantaneous peaks of 8 to 30 times those 

normall is ree mum value (-<j, ). At ti . . Y be at it nergiied max us pomt s neg • at have a positive value s· , the resid atwe .,, · mce magne . ua1 fl ·••axi-created nor destroyed inst tic flux ca U>c Wout antly th f n neith d starting at its normal val ( ' e lux wav • er be ue -q, ) e, inst ted line, will start with tl1e _max and rising I ead or residu l a on curve q, . a value(,,. ) g the d for full-load. 

The factors eontrolling the duration and magnitude of the 
magnetizing inrush are: 

a. Size of the transformer bank 

b. Size of the power system 

c. Resistance in the power system from the source to the 
transformer bank 

d. Type of iron used in the transformer core and its satura-
tion density 

e. Prior history, or residual flux level, of the bank 

f. How the bank is energized. 

II.A. Initial Inrush 

When the excitation of a transformer bank is removed, the 
magnetizing current goes to zero. The flux, following the 
hysterisis loop, then falls to some residual value ~R (Figure 
8-1 ). If the transformer were reenergized at the instant the 
voltage wave form corresponds to the residual magnetic den-
sity within the core, there would be a smooth continuation 
of the previous operation with no magnetic transient (Figure 
8-1). In practice, however, the instant when switching takes 
place _cannot be controlled and a magnetizing transient is 
practically unavoidable. 
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Figure 8-2: Magnetizing Current When Tran Reenerglzed at The lnatant Normally be at its Maximum V I e Flux Would • ua. 

Curve <l>t is a displaced sinusoid, regardless of the magnetic 
circuit's saturation characteristics. Theoretically, the value 
of ~max is± ( I <l>R I+ 2 14>max I). In transformers designed 
for some normal, economical saturation density,• ~S• the 
crest of <l>t, will produce supersaturation in the magnetic cir· 
cuit. The result will be a very large crest value in the mag• 
netizing current (Figure 8-2). 

The residual flux, <f>R• is the flux remaining in the co~ after 
the voltage is removed from the transformer bank. Since 
current continues to flow momentarily after the voltage is • • JooP to a removed the flux will decrease along the hystenslS ' • h of the value of q,R where i = O. Because the nux in eac • . 11 h a posittve fR three phases is 120° apart one phase w1 ave 11 ' . a Asaresu' and the other two a negative 4>R-or vice vers • 

. in per unit of 
•saturation density is the projected saturatton_ n::ensitY is the per rated voltage flux. In physical terms, saturatto 8 starts 10 satu-unit value of the flux density at which the Iron cofrorJTler desi&~~ . . f I of the trans tll" .. rate. Saturation density Is a unct on 1 ted volloSe, rameten, such as KV A rating, toss, noise le~e ' : the escllll

1
l<>n on. It is more easily determined, however, ro• 

curve. 
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Figure 8-3: A Typical Magnetizing Inrush Current Wave. 

The time constant of the circuit (L/R) is not, in fact, a con-

stant: L varies as a result of transformer saturation. During 

the first few cycles, saturation is high and Lis low. As the 

losses damp the circuit, the saturation drops and L increases. 

According to a 1951 AIEE report, time constants for inrush 

vary from 10 cycles for small units to as much as one minute 

for large units. 

The resistance from the source to the bank determines the 

damping of the current wave. Banks near a generator will 

have a longer inrush because the resistance is very low. Like-

wise large transformer units tend to have a long inrush as 

they represent a large L relative to the system resistance. At 

~mote substations, the inrush will not be nearly so severe, 

since the resistance in the connecting line will quickly damp 
the current. 

In addition to the co d't• • . 
. n 1 ions which influence single-phase 
inrush the w h . 

. . ' aves ape of the mrush current into a delta 
winding· • fl 
b th 15 in uenced by the number of cores affected and 

F~ t e vector sum of the currents from the bank windings 
irs, more th • 

th . an one core may experience an inrush. Since 
e inrush current k • 

Phase b 600 pea s m each of the cores will be out-of-
single-phy . , or a multiple of 600, the normal shape of a 

. ase inrush w"ll b d' 
fact b I e istorted. The net wave could in 

• ecome oscillator (F' ' 
a po)y h Y igure 8-4). Second the shape of 

P ase or a si I h . , 
fected by th ng e-p ase mrush to a delta winding is af-

e nature of th r 
vector su f e me current itself, which is the 

m O two curre t f • 
ing that o I n s rom the bank windings. Assum-

n Y one core has t ' . 
current ca sa urated, the nature of the line 

n result in eith ii 
lion of the . er osc latory waves or the distor-

singJe-phase shape. 
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Figure 8-4: Typical Magnetizing Inrush Current Wave that can 
Exist In One of The Phean to a Delta Connection or In 
The Secondary of D•lt• Connected Current 
Transform..-.. 

Where there is more than one delta winding on a transformer 

bank, the inrush will be influenced by the coupling between 

the different voltage windings. Depending on the core con-

struction, three-phase transformer units may be subject to 

interphase coupling that could also affect the inrush current. 

Similar wave shapes would be encountered when energizing 

the wye winding of a wye-delta bank, or when energizing an 

autotransformer. Here, the single-phase shape would be dis-

torted as a result of the interphase coupling produced by 

the delta winding (or tertiary). 

Maximum inrush will not, of course, occur on every ener-

gization. The probability of energizing at the worst condi-

tion is relatively low. Energizing at maximum voltage will 

not produce an inrush with no residual. In a three-phase 

bank, the inrush in each phase will vary appreciably. 

The maximum inrush for a transformer bank can be calcu-

lated from the excitation curve if available, and Table 8-1 

shows a typical calculation of an inrush current. 

From these calculated values it can be seen that: 

a. The lower the value of the saturation density flux "' 
• ''f'S• 

the higher the inrush peak value. 

b. The maximum phase-current inrush occurs at the zero-

degree closing angle (i.e., zero voltage). 

c. The maximum line-current inrush occurs at ±30° closing 
angle. 

Table 8-1 

Typical Inrush Current Calculation 

<t>s 
Closing Peak Value of Inrush Current Wave (p.u.) 
Angle la lb le la-lb lb-le le-Ia 

1.40 00 5.60 -3.73 -3.73 8.33 -3.73 -8.33 
1.40 30° 5.10 -1.87 -5.10 5.96 5.) 0 -9.20 
1.15 00 6.53 -4.67 -4.67 10.20 -4.67 -10.20 
1.15 30° 6.03 -2.80 -6.03 7.83 6.03 -11.06 



• n of transformer winding or 
Because of the delta connecti~ ti e-current inrush value 
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II.B. Recovery Inrush 

f It external to the bank is lso occur after a au 
An inrush can 3 al (Figure 8-5). Since 
cleared and the voltage_ returns t~z::r:he recovery inrush is 
the transformer is partially energi , 
always less than the initial inrush. 
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Figure 8-6: Recovery Inrush After an External Fault is Cleared. 

11.C. Sympathetic Inrush 

When a bank is paralleled with a second, energized bank, the 
energized bank can experience a sympathetic inrush. The 
offset inrush current of the bank being energized will find a 
parallel path in the energized bank. The d-c component 
may saturate the transformer iron, creating an apparent in-
rush. The magnitude of this inrush depends on the value of 
the transformer impedance relative to that of the rest of the 
system, which forms an additional parallel circuit. Again, 
the sympathetic inrush will always be less than the initial 
inrush. 

As shown in Figure 8-6, the total current at breaker C is the 
sum of the initial inrush of bank A and the sympathetic in-
rush of bank B. Since this wave form looks like an offset 
fault current, it could cause misoperation if a common set 
of harmonic restraint differential relays were used for both 
banks. 

~~i.t-t~pe generator and transformer combinations have no 
imtial inrush problem because the unit is brought up to full 
voltage gradually. Recovery and sympathetic inrush may be 
a problem, but, as indicated above these cond1·t1· 1 

• • • , ons are ess severe than initial inrush. 
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III. DIFFERENTIAL RELA Ys Foa_ 
TRANSFORMER PROTECTION 

Since the differential relays see th . 
e inrush c ternal fault, some method of dist· . . urrent as an. 

• Ingu1shing bet ltl• and mrush current is necessary. Such Ween fault 
methods include: 

a. A differential relay with reduced ... 
sens1tiv1ty t th . wave (such units have a higher Pick f O e J.nrush 

• up or the offset wave, plus time delay to override the hi ... 
gh 1n1tia1 peaks) 

b. A harmonic restraint or a supervisory ·t . 
• • • uni used m con-Junction with the differential relay 

c. Desensitization of the differential relay during bank en-
ergization. 

III.A. Differential Relays with Reduced Sensitivity 
to Inrush 

Ill.A. I. CA (87) Transformer Differential Relay 

The CA transformer differential relay has reduced sensitivity 
to magnetizing inrush. There are many such relays in sue· 
cessful service. 

"ff erential unit and The CA relay consists of a percentage di e differential 
an indicating contact or switch. The percentag t with poles 

h electromagne unit, an induction disc type, as an are two re-
• . 8 7) There il~ above and below the disc (Figure - • perating co 

d pole; an o d straint coils on the lower left-han the left· an 
d ole Both din wound on the lower right-han P • . 

000
ecte 

f r winding, c . right-hand poles have trans orme le windings. 
t h upper po parallel to supply current to e 
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